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Yaktrax Shoe Traction 

08440, 08441, 08442 Summit

Order 24 pc to receive a 
free floor display.

Must order 6 pair per 
size.

The Yaktrax Summit is a heavy-duty traction 
device that is essential for any winter hike or 
backcountry excursion. Its 3/8th inch triangu-
lar Carbon Steel Spikes bite into packed snow 
and ice, providing superior grip on sloped 
surfaces. Featuring the patented Boa® Closure 
System, the Summit offers superior custom-
ized fit that is both comfortable and secure.

08540, 08541 Spike
Yaktrax Spikes are excellent for navigating 
icy sidewalks, parking lots, and 
driveways. The seven tungsten carbide 
spikes placed under the ball and heel of 
the foot deliver aggressive grip, even in 
glare ice conditions. Compact and 
lightweight, they stretch to fit most types 
of footwear and conveniently stow away in 
any coat pocket.

Yaktrax Diamond Grip provides the patented 
diamond shaped beads have hundreds of 
biting edges that grip in all directions. Made 
of case-hardened steel alloy and strung on 
steel aircraft grade cable, they are extremely 
durable and are ideal for those who 
frequently encounter transitional surfaces 
such as rock, gravel, dirt, and bare concrete.

08530, 08531, 08532 Diamond

Style Description Size  Shoe Sizes Regular ea Price Pack PAW# Qty
08530 Diamond Grip   small wmn 5-7/mn 5-6 $32.22 6 PR 186468 _____
08531 Diamond Grip   medium wmn 7.5-10/mn 6.5-9 $32.22 6 PR 186469 _____

08532 Diamond Grip   large wmn 10.5-up/mn 9.5-12.5 $32.22 6 PR 186470 _____
08440 Summit Grip small wmn 6.5-10/mn 5-8.5 $64.08 6 PR 186458 _____
08441 Summit Grip medium wmn 10.5-12.5/mn 9-11 $64.08 6 PR 186461 _____
08442 Summit Grip large mn 11.5-13.5 $64.08 6 PR 186465 _____
08540 Spikes Grip S/M wmn 5-9/mn 3.5-7.5 $14.71 6 PR 186466 _____
08541 Spikes Grip L/XL wmn 9.5-up/mn 8-12 $14.71 6 PR 186467 _____


